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With the aluminum alloy Die-casting casting demand and the quality 
requirement increasing required by the automotive lightweight, the application 
of vacuum die-casting technology is getting more and more eagerly. Vacuum 
Die-casting Assistant System is the key equipment of the application which has 
a direct impact on the production efficiency and the casting quality. The systems 
made by Fondarex, Toshiba, Ube occupy the market, but most of them require 
high equipment purchase and maintenance cost. At the same time Songqing and 
Zhengjie Automation Companies of china are at the initial exploratory stage, and 
the equipments and casting quality are unsatisfactory. 
Combining with the base research of vacuum die-casting and actual production 
need, we have developed a Vacuum Die-casting Assisted System which has 
independent intellectual property right. To achieve the best vacuum extraction 
efficiency, we chose the "vacuum bump + vacuum tank" combination devices 
through vacuum die-casting exhaust theory model calculation and analysis. To 
achieve the high sensitivity and reliability of the vacuum valve, we used an 
innovative work mode of the valve which is "compressed gases + rod + maze 
groove”. To meet the automatic production, human-machine interface control 
and reliability of the control system requirement, we used the “PLC+ Touch 
Screen” plan. 
There are vacuum extraction capacity test and actual production verification in 
this paper. The vacuum extraction capacity test on the Ws70 machine showed 
that the system can make the vacuum of mold without any special seal method 
to 2500Pa in one second, which meets the production requirement. Actual 
production verification on the Toshiba 250T die-casting machine certificated the 
high sensitivity, reliable action of vacuum valve and easy-operation, reliability 
of the control system. The comparison with the ordinary die-casting casting and 














defect in casting produced by the self-development system obviously. 
The performance of the self-development system is close to the advanced 
systems in the market. 
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